SGA President and Treasurer temporarily suspended

by John Brost

The Judicial Branch of the Student Government Association issued a subpoena of the documents regarding the Executive Board’s summer conference in June, leading to a temporary suspension of financial mismanagement by the Executive branch’s investigations into allegations of President Julio Marenco and Treasurer Barry Bernstein yesterday at the weekly SGA meeting.

The subpoena was issued prior to the meeting by Justices George Calle, Lawrence Ramsey, and Kenyatta Montgomery, in response to a motion passed by the Legislature, which called for the receipt and all documents pertinent to the conference to be submitted to the Legislature and Judicial Branch for examination.

Early in the meeting, Calle and Ramsey reported the progress of the Judicial branch’s investigations into allegations of financial mismanagement by the Executive Board over the summer. They then demanded the submission of the documents, which Marenco and Bernstein refused to turn over.

The reason for this refusal, according to Marenco and Bernstein, was that a better presentation could be given by the accountants who had conducted an audit of the financial books for the period of the summer. The results of this audit would be presented at next week’s SGA meeting, they said.

Following the refusal by Marenco and Bernstein, the Judicial Branch brought forth a binding penalty against the pair, which suspended them from their positions until the documents are presented. Vice President Amy Fisher will be performing the duties of President, in keeping with the SGA Constitution, which states that the Vice President shall assume the responsibilities of President if the President cannot perform his duties, in the estimation of the Judicial branch.

The Justices stated that they were acting within their constitutional powers; Article IV, Section 4, C states that they may issue subpoenas and injunctions against any SGA member in matters of their jurisdiction. If their subpoenas or injunctions are not followed, they may then issue penalties against the parties in violation, as stated in Article IV, Section 4. D. Attorney General Lauren Pytleski agreed with this ruling, stating “Can they do it? Yeah.” She went on to say that she was worried about the well-being of the SGA. “My concern is that I don’t want this organization to go down,” she said.

After a long discussion concerning the repercussions of this matter, as well as how this matter will affect the running of the SGA, a motion was made to begin proceedings for the removal of Bernstein and Marenco from office. According to Article II, Section 3 of the SGA Constitution, proceedings for removal of any officer must be initiated by a two-thirds vote of the Legislature. Following the passage of this motion, the Legislature may vote to remove by a three-fourths majority the officers in question at the next meeting of the Legislature, as stated in Article III, Section 1, C. This motion to begin the impeachment process failed by a vote of 10-7-2. Among other reasons, it was noted by the legislators that Marenco should be present at his impeachment proceedings. Concerns over how the SGA will survive without its President and Treasurer were also mentioned.

At press time, Vice President Amy Fisher will remain as acting President until the documents are turned over or the Legislature votes to impeach Marenco and Bernstein. Should that happen, Fisher will assume the Presidency and will appoint her successor, with the approval of the Legislature. Secretary Jennifer Lynch will not be affected by the procedures and will retain her position. President Pro-Tempore Fran Garcia will serve as acting chair until Fisher returns to her position as Vice President, or until she is able to appoint a successor.

MSU mourns the loss of a devoted professor

by Billy Casalino

On October 9, students and colleagues mourned the death of Dr. Thomas L. Veenendall, chairman of the Communication Studies department at MSU.

Veenendall began his career at MSU in 1981, and became the division chair of the Communications program before it became its own department earlier this year. He was instrumental in organizing the National Communications Honor Society, Lambda Pi Eta, and the local Zeta chapter on campus. He remained at MSU until his death.

Beyond his contributions at Montclair State, Veenendall had scholarly achievements in numerous publications, citations, and creative works, including the creation of the official newsletter for the Eastern Communication Association. He was an active member of several professional associations, including the World Communication Association and International Listening Association, among others.

The parents and sister of Veenendall plan to set up a memorial in his name in the near future, and later in the semester, an on-campus memorial will be held to celebrate his accomplishments.

Dr. Susan Jasko has taken the position of acting department chair. “To insure the program continues, our intent is to replace Dr. Veenendall. But right now it is too early, and it will depend on factors,” he said.

Bohn Hall Resident arrested for possession of marijuana

by John J. O'Sullivan

Willita Cox of East Orange, a full-time student and resident in Bohn Hall, was arrested on October 6 for possession of a large amount of marijuana.

Another Bohn Hall resident, who asked to remain anonymous, called MSU’s campus police complaining of a marijuana odor emanating from one of the dorm rooms. The police came in to search the room and found a “sizable” portion of marijuana, then arrested Cox. She was led out of Bohn Hall in handcuffs, and brought to campus police headquarters for processing. Cox was arraigned at Clifton Municipal Court on October 9, where she entered a plea of not guilty. The court clerk was unable to give a specific trial date.

Once released, Cox was ordered to move her belongings from her dorm room, and was ejected from Bohn Hall. She was also put on Bohn Hall’s “Persona Non Grata” list, but is still registered as a full-time student.

Many residents of Bohn Hall were concerned about the impact of Cox’s arrest on the community, and the possible legal consequences for other students.
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In this week's meeting of the Student Government Association, money was appropriated by the Legislature to help bring the AIDS quilt to MSU, to support a Multicultural Food Festival, and to provide a bus for a philanthropy project by the Asian Student Organization. In addition, concerns over the security of electrical equipment used by Class One Concerts was brought to the attention of the legislature.

In a bill written by SGA Legislator Michelle Gibel, $1,000 was appropriated to help sponsor the Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt Display, which will be coming to campus on Tuesday, November 22. This event is being coordinated by the Office of Student Activities, and will promote the Women’s Center and the Gay and Lesbian Staff Association, as well as several other student organizations. The purpose of the event is to raise awareness and to gain donations to help local foundations.

Legislator Dragan Tubonjic authored the other two appropriation bills passed by the Legislature. The first was for the Second Annual Multi-Cultural Food Festival, which will be held in the Student Center Ballrooms on October 31. The Unity Collaboration and Global Education Center will cover half the costs of this event, which will have food from a number of different cultures. To date, 18 organizations will be bringing food to the event, and there is an expected attendance of 600 students. Admission will cost one dollar per individual, which will be given to charity.

The second bill was written in order to provide a bus for the Asian Student Association. The Legislature appropriated $210 to the organization so that they could go to a hospital and help children.

In other news, the new President of Class One Concerts, Brendan Whelan, brought forth concerns that there was a lack of security regarding electrical equipment owned by the SGA and which is used by various organizations. In particular, a sound board has been missing from a supply closet for a number of weeks. According to Whelan, replacement of this piece of equipment will cost approximately $1,000. There should be a sign-out policy in place, he advised. SGA Secretary Jennifer Lynch advised him to discuss the matter with Director of Programming Elizabeth Napoli, who is the member of the President’s cabinet in charge of working with Class One Organizations.

MSU Offices extend evening hours

In an effort to accommodate MSU’s diverse student body, many of the University offices have extended evening hours on Thursday nights or other nights of the week. On Thursday nights, most of the main campus offices offer later hours including Admissions, Financial Aid, Registrar and the Office of the Dean of Students. Dr. Lee Wilcox, vice president of Student Development and Campus Life said, “In order to meet the needs of the students, all the offices in the Department of Student Development are open late on Thursday nights. Some of them offer additional extended evening hours on other nights of the week.”

Out of the five main colleges and schools, the office of the Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences is the only one so far to experiment with the extended evening hours, which are Thursdays until 7 p.m. Maridel Cuevas, a secretary in the School of Business Administration said, “There really has not been a need for the dean’s office to be open late.”

There are many major and department offices within the five schools and colleges that do offer evening hours, such as the department of Mathematics and Computer Science. Kenneth C. Wolff, the department’s chairperson said, “Our office has maintained extended hours Monday through Friday for the past ten years.” Their schedule is 4:30-7:00 p.m. on Thursday evenings.
MSU Police Report

Obtained From Campus Police Compiled by Lorren Magnus

Assault
10/15 - A group of four known males allegedly assaulted two females in the process of pledging for a fraternity in the Student Center cafeteria. One female was allegedly kicked and the other allegedly had her head pushed against the wall. Both victims declined to press charges.

Property Damage
10/9 - An overnight storm caused tree limbs to break damaging two cars in Lot 10.

Fire Alarm
10/10 - Contractors working in a Freeman Hall room caused a heat sensor to activate the alarm. The alarm was reset.
10/16 - Campus Police responded to a fire alarm in Bohn Hall. Upon arrival, officers observed paper towels stuffed into an eighth floor pull station causing the alarm. Possible suspects have been identified, and the case is under continuing investigation.

Medical
10/10 - A female Blanton Hall resident caught her thumb in her earring while styling her hair causing damage to her earlobe. The victim was treated at the scene.
10/13 - A male Bohn Hall resident was transported, by ambulance, to Clifton Hospital after suffering from flu-like symptoms.
10/14 - A female Freeman Hall resident was transported, by ambulance, to Montclair Community Hospital after suffering from flu-like symptoms.

Theft
10/10 - A female faculty member reported her purse was stolen from her office in Dickson Hall. Several charges were made on her credit cards. The case is under investigation.
10/10 - A female Bohn Hall resident reported someone entered her room while she was sleeping and removed items of clothing. The victim stated that her door was locked when she went to sleep, yet was unlocked when she awoke. The case is under continuing investigation.
10/14 - A female Blanton Hall resident reported finding two stereos and a Walkman missing from her room when she returned from her weekend visit home. There was possible entrance of a forced entry in the area of the door lock. An investigation is pending.
10/16 - A life-sized scarecrow with stand was reported stolen from 23 Clove Road between the hours of midnight to 7 A.M. The case is under investigation.
10/11 - A male student parked his 1986 Mazda in Lot 24 at 9:30pm. Upon his return at 12:30am, the car was missing.

Harassment
10/13 - A female Blanton Hall resident reported receiving unwanted phone calls from her ex-boyfriend.

Criminal Mischief
10/15 - A female student reported returning to her parked car in Lot 28 and finding her windshield smashed.
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New plan combats date-rape drugs

by Charles Dervarics
College Press Service

WASHINGTON—In an effort to reduce date rape on campus, Congress this month approved a bill that imposes much harsher criminal penalties for using any drugs to commit sexual assault and other violent acts.

Lawmakers approved the bill, H.R. 4137, after hearing testimony about the growing connection between sexual assault and Rohypnol, a so-called “date rape” drug considered 10 to 20 times more potent than Valium.

“This legislation marks the first time the use of controlled substance will be viewed as a weapon anywhere in the United States,” said Rep. Gerald Solomon (R-N.Y.), a co-sponsor of the bill, the Drug-Induced Rape Prevention and Punishment Act. The bill provides a maximum penalty of up to 20 years in prison for using any controlled substance, including Rohypnol, to commit a violent act.

Rohypnol pills or “roofies” have been connected to a growing number of violent acts. The United States banned imports of the drug in March. Still, H.R. 4137 had faced roadblocks in Capitol Hill because Rohypnol, though illegal in the United States, has medical uses elsewhere in the world. Citing the need to reduce sexual assault, lawmakers in the end chose to target those who use any drug to incapacitate a victim.

“The people captured within the scope of this bill are truly dangers to society,” Solomon added.

Focusing just on Rohypnol also could spur development of other drugs for use in committing crimes, lawmakers noted.

“There is no single ‘date rape drug’ and people who tell you otherwise are not being candid with you,” the congressman said.

Rohypnol use is on the upswing, federal investigators said. Florida has 14 Rohypnol cases from 1990 to 1992, but reported 480 cases last year. The U.S. Customs Service told Congress it has 271 cases pending already in 1996.

Though the bill targeted all drugs used as weapons, it also contained harsher penalties for possession and distribution of Rohypnol. Simple possession of the drug carries a prison term of up to three years, while distribution of 30 milligrams can get someone up to five years in jail. Those found guilty of distributing a gram of the drug can receive up to 20 years in prison.

“We wanted to provide stricter penalties for Rohypnol in addition of fighting date rape,” said a Solomon aide. The new levels are similar to criminal penalties for possession of cocaine, heroin and LSD.

“The federal government must show that it will not tolerate the use of any drug to facilitate rape,” said (Senate). Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), who led the fight for action in the Senate. Law enforcement must have “the tools it needs to fight the heinous crime of date rape.”

Congress approved the legislation just before adjournment. President Clinton was expected to sign the legislation once it reaches his desk.
EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

Today there seems to be an investment expert or financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But just how qualified are all these experts?
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MSU celebrates National Coming Out Day

By Samuel Oro

Last Thursday students and faculty gathered in the Student Center Quad to participate in the commencement of National Coming Out Day. The day's events were sponsored by the Gay and Lesbian Faculty Staff Association and included a Rainbow Flag raising ceremony, a symposium with a panel of nine speakers, and a closing question and answer period.

National Coming Out Day is significant in many ways to both the gay and straight communities. The GLFSA and PFLAG (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) sent a twofold message. One, is that of embourgeoisement: the acceptance, over time, by revolutionaries of mainstream cultural norms. Secondly, it encourages non-heterosexuals to open about their sexuality with others.

The most prominent aspect about National Coming Out Day at MSU was that of the faculty's participation and support. The faculty's active role in this event not only eased the tension and anxiety held by most students, but also remained as the most positive effect that NCOD had on the MSU campus. Eric Fay, a junior, says that he was "shocked but interested" in what the faculty had to say. It is clear to me that this campus is still in the dark about a lot of important issues going on in the world today for two over outstanding reasons. In a poll of twenty people eight or 40% had no clue as to what National Coming Out Day was all about. Even more alarming was the fact that the turnout rate for both the flag raising and symposium was only fifty to sixty students (an extremely small percentage for a campus of roughly 3500 students).

This however, is probably a step in the right direction, when compared to what people might have said two or three years ago. Furthermore, it was labeled a "success" by Ms. Winifred Quinn, a graduate assistant in the Office of Student Activities and an active member of the GLFSA.

Reporting on this has enlightened me on what the faculty had to say. It was a success, in many ways. We were able to bring in different speakers and discuss important topics. The most important thing I learned was that there are still many students who are not aware of what is happening in the world today.

Q & A with the founding members of the MSU Republican Club

By Suzanne Feigle

The Republican Club is a new and interesting club on campus. In order to familiarize students with their plans, I spoke with President, Joseph Paternoster and Vice-President, Jeanne-Marie Navetta.

Q: What is the purpose of the Republican Club? A: The purpose of is to educate people about the Republican party, sponsor debates and speakers, and add balance to the campus community.

Q: What do you mean by "balance"? A: Well, We've checked and since 1985 there has been about one conservative speaker, G. Gordon Liddy. When you add to that the fact that Senator Bradley has been here a couple of times, Dr. Leonard Jeffries a few times, and even Louis Farrakhan once, in that span of time, the need for balance is easy to see.

Q: Who would you like to see as a speaker on campus? A: Any conservative. Specifically, people such as Terry Eastland, who we would be sponsoring on Monday at 7 pm in the Ballrooms, who will be speaking about the future of affirmative action. We would also like to get Christina Hoff Sommers, Janet Parshall, Walter Williams, Thomas Sowell, and host of other speakers that people have probably never heard of. But that's the point -- they've never been heard from at MSU. Instead of getting people who say the same thing every year, we would like to bring a new voice to the table.

Q: Don't you think that "debates" between you and other clubs would create some animosity? A: Not at all. In fact, we will be bringing the first real diversity of ideas since the push for it began. We believe that it is absolutely imperative to have a debate of ideas on college campuses. We believe that an education is not complete unless the free and open exchange of ideas takes place as much as possible. We also believe that debates will give us a forum to dispel the myths about Republicans.

Q: Do you think that there is any interest or need for your group? A: Yes. We believe there is a growing undercurrent of conservatism in America, and especially on college campuses. The problem is that most of the left-wing groups, media, and professors get to the students first and feed them half-truths or outright lies about our side, and we start out behind the eight ball. We want to take the offensive and reach out to students. It's sort of like preventative health in politics. At the first meeting we had about 15 people show up, so we know the interest is there.

Q: Do you really believe that there is some giant conspiracy to misinform people about the Republicans? A: No. We believe that each person or group does this on their own, but when they are viewed together the amount of misinformation being spread is tremendous. We just want to be the on campus truth detector of these falsehoods.

Q: How do you expect to raise money? A: There are a few ways. We would like to contact alumni and let them know about the state of their alma mater in reference to lack of conservative speakers. We are also willing to co-sponsor with any groups. We have already gotten in contact with some outside groups. Finally, we will look in-house, to Chuck Feiner, who brought Al Gore, and other sources to help us present some diversity of ideas.

Q: Last question, what would be a successful year for the Republican Club? A: We want to get at least three speakers on campus this school year. We would like to expand our club membership to about 20 or 30 active members. Most importantly though, we would like to educate the campus about what the Republicans want to do for the country. We took a poll of the top three things our members would like the club to concentrate on and the overwhelming choice was to dispel the myths about Republicans. We don't think in a place that says it welcomes diversity, students should be afraid or ashamed to proclaim that they are Republicans. If all of these goals are achieved, it will be a successful first year.
Ask the doctor:

Answers to health questions by Health Services and the Wellness Program

Well people, especially busy well people, rarely worry about who will take care of them at the Health Center. First of all, you should know who's there.

The Montclair State University Center for Health Services and Wellness Program is located in Blanton Hall bldg. 11. Nursing staff are available there from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. weekdays and Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. until noon during the time classes are in session. They stand ready to evaluate your concerns give appropriate advice, deal with minor complaints and to facilitate more advanced treatment should you require it.

Two hours a day, five days a week, well-trained, sensitive, interested physicians are at the Center to see those who need their medical help or when they wish to enhance their performance in the workplace.

and therefore literally on the cutting edge of what's new in patient care. Some areas of particular pertinence include sports medicine, nutrition, infectious disease and women's health.

These advantages mean that Montclairians have available to them, the very best when they slip from being well and need some medical help or when they wish some guidance to assist them in staying well. Who's there? The best.

Doc, what about the flu shot? Everywhere I look I see the admonition to get one. Do I need one?

The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices strongly recommends annual vaccination for the following groups: those at risk for complications of influenza, and health and home care providers who may transmit the infection to susceptible persons. Specifically, these are anyone over the age of 65, people who are more likely to have a lot of trouble this year. It's important to realize, however, that these are only three of the many, many, many viruses out there that may make you sick this year. The vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating. This season these are two type A flu viruses, one labeled Texas, one labeled Wuhan and a type B virus labeled Beijing. Rumor has it they might cause a lot of trouble this year. It's important to realize, however, that these are only three of the many, many, many viruses out there that may make you sick this year. The vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating. This season these are two type A flu viruses, one labeled Texas, one labeled Wuhan and a type B virus labeled Beijing. Rumor has it they might cause a lot of trouble this year. It's important to realize, however, that these are only three of the many, many, many viruses out there that may make you sick this year. The vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating.

Every year the vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating. This season these are two type A flu viruses, one labeled Texas, one labeled Wuhan and a type B virus labeled Beijing. Rumor has it they might cause a lot of trouble this year. It's important to realize, however, that these are only three of the many, many, many viruses out there that may make you sick this year. The vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating.

Also, anyone who seems to get a bad case of bronchitis or the flu every year should probably be protected.

Every year the vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating. This season these are two type A flu viruses, one labeled Texas, one labeled Wuhan and a type B virus labeled Beijing. Rumor has it they might cause a lot of trouble this year. It's important to realize, however, that these are only three of the many, many, many viruses out there that may make you sick this year. The vaccine is designated to protect against the three or four viruses predicted to be most prevalent and most incapacitating.

So, the answer is, if you fit into one of the categories above the flu shot is definitely for you. If you don't and you still want one, that's certainly OK as long as you understand that it's not a cure-all and that some healthy young people perceive some malaise associated with it. The fee charged for the shot varies according to where you go for it.

For more information, contact the Health Services Center at x4361.

The Deadline for the Campus Calendar is Monday at 5:00 PM. You can either drop off your info in the Montclairion Office or e-mail it to feigles.
ISO plans Thanksgiving trip

By Tom Boud

The International Student Organization (ISO) is making plans for a Thanksgiving weekend trip to either Boston or Toronto, said ISO President Judy Socarras at the October 14 ISO meeting. The ISO is also gearing up for an October 25 excursion to New York City and an October 31 international food festival.

Socarras said the Thanksgiving weekend getaway will be by bus in order to accommodate as many MSU students as possible. "We're hoping to get between 30 and 40 people. I can't tell you anything about cost, because that depends on how much money the SGA gives us. We have a membership with a youth hostel, so it will be cheaper for everyone going," Socarras said. Socarras is the destination choice of either Boston or Toronto will be decided democratically by the ISO in the near future. Socarras added that the ISO is currently in the process of drafting a MTA bill (a proposal to the SGA for trip funds).

Socarras elaborated on the New York City excursion. "On October 25, we are going to meet by the bus stop by College Hall at 6:30 p.m. We'll be either busing in or driving in, depending on how many people show up. We'll be going to Little Italy and then to the Empire State Building," Socarras said.

Socarras added everyone wishing to go on the New York City excursion should bring at least twenty-five dollars.

Socarras said she is getting ready to don her chef's hat for the October 31 international food festival. "I'm going to be cooking a Cuban dish with black beans. I think we are probably going to have 2 main dishes," Socarras said. No further details concerning ISO's participation in the food festival were available at press time.

Concerning membership, Socarras said ISO membership is open to the entire MSU community. "This semester, we have about 10 members who show up consistently at our meetings. There's a good variety of nationalities, since we have members from Asia, Africa, and Europe. Anyone who wants to join is more than welcome," Socarras said.

The International Student Organization meets every Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the Global Education Center at 22 Normal Avenue. For further information, call the ISO hotline at 655-4253.

Ralph Nader to speak at MSU Oct. 22

by Bob Quaderon

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader, the Green Party candidate for President of the United States, will speak at Montclair State University on Tuesday, Oct. 22. His speech, which is free and open to the public, will be held at the Student Center Ballrooms at noon.

Nader, named one of the 100 most influential Americans of the 20th century, is a longtime advocate for consumers, workers, and the environment. According to a press release, "He has consistently addressed issues dealing with election reform, working to make the political process more democratic by monitoring corporate financing of candidates. His campaign message in 1996 focuses on corporate domination of the political decision-making process and the need for progressive alternatives that can offer Americans more electoral choice. The Green Party works on issues related to its 10 'key values.' These include grassroots democracy, ecology, community, social justice, and peace."

Nader said that he is running to give the voters a choice. "I'm on the Green Party ballot because I think there needs to be more political competition to the Republicans and Democrats—who are increasingly becoming indentured to the same big business interests—and to broaden the narrow agenda that the 'major party' candidates parade before the electorate."

Nader's campaign is unique in that it relies almost exclusively on volunteer effort. Yet a recent Los Angeles Times poll showed that Nader has about the same amount of support nationwide as Ross Perot, whose campaign is spending tens of millions of dollars.

Nader's speech is sponsored by MSU's Office of Student Activities and Student Government Association. For additional information, call Steve Welzer at (609) 278-4467, email WelzerStv@aol.com, or call Charles Feiner at (201) 655-7565.

If you are cool, outgoing and full of patience, write for Campus Life. Contact Sue at x5216

College Life Union Board

* Sponsors *

Great Adventure Fright Fest

Saturday, October 26, 1996

Bus leaves at 8 a.m.

Arrives at Great Adventure

at 10 a.m.

Bus returning to MSU

at 7:30 p.m.

• Ticket with MSU ID - $10 •

For more info contact CLUB

@ x5232 or Lisa @ x5948

CLUB is a Class I Org. of the SGA

You can't afford to miss this!

Free LSAT & Admissions Seminar

Thursday, Oct. 17

7:00pm-8:30pm

Free GRE & Admissions Seminar

Sunday, Oct. 20

10:00am-11:30am

Both seminars will be held at
The Howard Johnson Hotel
129 Pehle Ave - Saddle Brook
To reserve a space, CALL TODAY!

(800) 2-REVIEW

The Princeton Review

We're Hiring New Faces For The Holidays.

SALES & SALES SUPPORT ASSOCIATES

Help sell our newest items on the many main sales of Sears by preparing our stores for the holidays and assisting customers with gift selections.

We'll see: you on great benefits, great schedules, great incentives.

Send your resume to:
An Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action Employer

SEARS

The Merry Sales of Sears
Log On@MSU

by KJii Brinonenkant

Last week may have been American Beer Week, but it was evidently National Pornographic Email Week here at MSU. A female student logged on to her Alpha account to find a very offensive message that can be categorized as kiddie porn. Guess that means it’s time to review the Guidelines for Responsible Computing in the Academic Computing pages. The bottom line here is that inappropriate behavior will result in suspension and possible permanent loss of your Alpha privileges. Think no one will ever find out who sent that message? Don’t bank on it. Email leaves an electronic trail. You can run, but you can’t hide.

Information Services Director Jim Byrne advises that about 10 students had their Alpha accounts suspended so far this semester. They were reinstated and there have not been any second offenders. Wise decision—students have been bounced out of other schools for sending harassing email. Don’t become MSU’s first such honoree.

What should you do if you are the recipient of offensive/pornographic message? First, forward it to Mr. Byrne. Go into the message, at the MAIL> forward (enter) and at TO: TOYRNE. In the subject line you can say “re:” this email and perhaps add your phone # (enter). The lab assistants have no authority in this matter, so they can’t do anything about it. Do NOT delete the message from your directory. Leave it there until told to delete it. Enough said.

Speaking of the you can run, but you can’t hide faculty member searched unsuccessfully for an email address for a professor in Germany. He was unable to locate the man. Told me if I could come up with an email address for the German professor he would treat me to dinner. I don’t drink, none of this on-campus stuff. I did a search, found a list of the German professor’s publications, emailed his publisher in the UK. No dice. Emailed the chairman of an academic department at WVU that runs a society dedicated to this field of study. The chair knew him and provided both email and fax. I’m in New Jersey and I found a guy in Germany by emailing a guy in West Virginia. And I have never actually met any of them. Perfectly legal. So if you see me dining out with a faculty member, I am collecting my just desserts.

For those who thought I was kidding about Internet addictions, check out Netaholics Anonymous, http://www.safari.net/~pam/netanon/welcome.cai. Founding Netaholic Pamela Kagan has created a site to a Jeff Foxworthy, “You know you’re a Netaholic if your dog has his own home page.” Scams abound everywhere via phone, TV, print media, door-to-door hustlers, and yes, even on the Internet! I know that you find this absolutely shocking, but I frequently receive unsolicited email promising get-rich-quick schemes, e.g. earn thousands of dollars a week doing whatever. If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is.

Keep up with the hucksters with the Online Fraud Newsletter and Discussion Lists at http://www.silverquick.com/fraudnews.htm. There’s a link to MSU under educational opportunities. Don’t miss the editorial comment by the author William Armstrong on why you can’t email the Montclair Police.

There is nothing like small-town politics for entertainment. Think I’ll check the dining out section to select my just desserts. TTYL (Talk To You Later).
HOMECOMING 1996
“HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD”
Presented by CLUB

THURS. OCT. 17th
... VOTE FOR THE KING & QUEEN ...
10 am - 3 pm, SC LOBBY (BRING YOUR MSU I.D.)

FRI. OCT. 18th
... PEP RALLY/ANNOUNCEMENT OF KING & QUEEN ...
FINALISTS
12:30 pm/BLANTON/BOHN QUAD

... FLOAT BUILDING ...
9 pm - 2 am, LOTS 22 & 23

SAT. OCT. 19th
... STREET FESTIVAL 11:30 am ...

... PARADE 12:00 pm ...

... ALUMNI BASEBALL GAME ...
3:00 pm, BASEBALL FIELD

... FOOTBALL VS. WILLIAM PATERNON ...
7:00 pm, FOOTBALL FIELD

... ANNOUNCEMENT OF KING & QUEEN/ ...
CHEERLEADERS AT HALFTIME

... PARADE AWARDS AT END OF FOOTBALL GAME ...
4 Walls Poetry Readings: Open-Mic and Feature Poets

by Katherine Tempel & Jodi Kastel

Four Walls, the organization who publishes the Arts and Literary Magazine at MSU, held an open-mic poetry reading in the Ratt on October 10th.

All of the readers were gifted writers and performers. It would be impossible to suggest that any one reader was better than another, or to site specifically who stood out. What is significant to note is that the performers were each talented. They had the ability and willingness to share intimate and poignant thoughts as well as feelings.

The readings began with Veronica performing her poem, “Empty World.” Next was Maria Tucci, editor-in-chief of Four Walls. She performed several pieces, including an original poem entitled “Caving to Carve An Angel.” Tucci was followed by Shannon who read, among others, “Kick in the Night.” John read a part of a song he had written. Finally Delroy Meredith performed many of his poems, including a moving piece entitled, “A Hero’s Ode,” for and inspired by Marcus Garvey.

It was at this point that the evening, sadly, ended early. Many open-mic events seem endless and bring out the poet/performance, fretted dulcimer, piano, tin whistle, pan flute) and Paul Badalamenti (on acoustic and electric guitar). The band sent out warm vibes and an inviting atmosphere.

The Robert Oakes band creates a sound that has the feel of folklore and myth. Each song makes me feel as if a new tale is being uncovered and the flutes add to the mystery of a far away, distant sound. A listener can be swept away to magical lands, much to the delightment of the ear. Original songs like, “Before Dawn,” “You Beside Me,” and “Spread Your Wings,” send out a kind of sweetness which may be unfamiliar, yet warm and cozy at the same time.

The highlight of the evening consisted of an all out jam of a blues song, “Walled-In Blues,” with special guests, Leo McClusky (guitar) and Robert Oakes Sr. (vocals). Oakes informed the crowd that the song was inspired by Henry David Thoreau and then joked that if Thoreau had been a blues singer he might have written a song like this one. I don’t know how Thoreau would have felt about it, but the crowd loved it. “Walled-In Blues” sent forth waves of energy and excitement which became contagious.

Oakes commented on his performance at Barnes & Noble: “The show was really good. The reason I write my songs and perform live is to create an atmosphere of warmth and openness. I felt a real connection with the audience. It was a good experience that encourages me.”

Robert Oakes began his musical career at the age of five, singing in his father’s band. Now, he has an independently released album from Underground Renaissance Productions entitled, “Dweller-At-The-Oak-Trees.” Do yourself a favor and expose your ears to a musician who can feel music. Robert Oakes is a rare treat.
Reel Big Fish’s *Turn the Radio Off*: ska-punk and funny

by Erin Perry

While I may not be a huge fan of the genre of ska music, I was genuinely impressed with Reel Big Fish’s new release, *Turn the Radio Off* by Mojo Records. The band, sometimes described as “ska-punk,” has tons of energy, combined with an almost playful attitude, they remind you that music is supposed to be fun.

Reel Big Fish hails from Southern California and is composed of seven members; not one overshadowing the other’s contributions to their sound: Aaron Klopfenstein (trumpet and vocals), Dan Rea (sax), Andrew Gonzales (drums), Scott Rarretr (vocals, guitar), Grant Rarry (trombone), and Matt Wong (bass). These guys have it together with what seems like little effort.

Now I have to discuss the lyrics off of some of the tracks from *Turn the Radio Off* because they made me laugh out loud. These guys are definitely not afraid of the censors and their witty sarcasm shines. Their song, “She Has A Girlfriend” is about a dude’s girlfriend who has turned gay; “I never thought it would end like this/just because I’ve got no tits/I’ll shave my legs/I’ll wear a bra/I’ll even cut my penis off for you...” They attack other bands in the industry in “Sell Out,” with lyrics: “No more flippin’ burgers puttin’ on my silly hat you know sell out, with me oh yea, sell out, with me tonight/record company’s gonna give me lots of money...” They criticize dance cores and fads in “Trendy,” “It’s not so bad bein’ trendy/everyone who looks like me is my friend/please don’t hate me because I’m trendy/they’re not gonna laugh at me again!”

Reel Big Fish even deals with timely issues with humor like in “Say Ten,” which is about vegetarians; “Plants are screamin’ and tomatoes cry/you say ‘it’s not so bad, they’re only vegetables,’ that’s what you said/maybe I’m a murderer but I’m hungry and they’re better off dead.” The stereotypical love ballad, “Alternative, Baby,” describes the chaos of mesh pits, “I see you up on stage and I don’t know just what you’re sayin’, but you’re my hero/and a guy just kicked me in the head/a little girl just passed out dead/I’m in between a big jock and a sweaty skinhead but I love you.”

Other raucous tunes were “Beer,” “Skatanic,” and “Everything Sucks,” which made me want to get up and dance. These guys are definitely a band worth a listening as a reminder that music doesn’t have to be serious to be good.

Two Days in the Valley, a silly roller coaster ride of a movie

by Jodi Kastel

Two Days in the Valley, billed as a comedy-thriller, features not only an outlandish plot, but a cast with enough depth to make it work. A Tarrantino-esque production from MGM Studios, *Two Days in the Valley* boasts some of film and TV’s biggest names, from Danny Aiello to Ten Hatcher.

The movie chronicles the intertwining lives of a dozen characters in California’s San Fernando Valley. Aiello is great as Dosmo, a bumbling crook turned pizza maker, trying to make a comeback into crime. Running from a psychotic hitman (James Spader) and his be-hemoth Swedish girlfriend Helga (Charlize Theron), Dosmo hides out in a snotty English art dealer’s (Greg Crutwell) posh house. Taking art dealer Allan hostage, Dosmo encounters Susan (Glennne Headly), Allan’s quiet, mistreated personal assistant.

In come Nurse Audrey and suicidal director Teddy. Add Becky (Hatcher), a perpetually fourth place Olympic skier, Alvin (Jeff Daniels), a sullen, angst-ridden vice cop with an overzealous fire-arms compulsion, and Wes (Eric Stoltz), his amateur but ambitious rookie partner, and mayhem ensues.

It’s difficult to describe the plot without giving away the ending. The characters’ lives are tightly interwoven, with the action culminating into a huge shoot out near the film’s end.

Interspersed between all of the shooting are some pretty hilarious scenes. Allan’s perverted collection of objets d’art, including an enormous moaning clam shell sculpture with protruding naked legs, and a moving sculpture depicting a spanking scene, breaks the tension during the charged hostage storyline. And practically every word out of Dosmo’s mouth is hilarious.

But parts from Marsha Mason and Peter Horton round out the cast. Written and directed by John Herzfeld and produced by Jeff Wald and Herb Nanas, *Two Days in the Valley* is a silly roller coaster ride through the seedy side of Valley life. Though at times the film may seem fast-fetched, stick with it—the comedic gems and dynamic cast make it worth the trip.

Black ’47 releases fourth album

by Timothy Casey

Black ’47, an Irish Folk/Rock band based in the Bronx, released their fourth album, *Green Suede Shoes* (Mercury Records), on October 15th. *Green Suede Shoes* contains fifteen new tracks. Larry Kirwan, the band’s lead singer who produced the album, said that the album is “A look back, if not a return to our roots.” This album was intended to capture the live sound of Black ’47. Of their four albums, this is the closest to the “sweaty, claustrophobic, passionate, live ideal,” according to Kirwan. This new album exemplifies how much of a truly unique and unclassifiable band Black ’47 is. Tracks such as “Five Points,” “Forty Duce,” “Chechoslovakia,” and “Green Suede Shoes” use traditional Irish instruments such as the Uilleann pipes, banjo, accordion, tin whistle, and bodhran in addition to instruments not typically used by contemporary bands like the saxophone, trumpet and trombone. Combined with the more popular lead and bass guitar, drums, and keyboards Black ’47 sounds like no other band.

Kirwan has roots in theater, where he produced, directed, and wrote five plays. Many of the songs on *Green Suede Shoes* tell stories or portray figures from Irish history. “My Love is in New York” is about a man from Woodside Queens who was sent to Vietnam, “Bobby Sands M.P.” and “Sam Hall” tell the story of Irish patriots who die so that Ireland may be free from English influence. While their songs contain many political and local references, the rhythm can be enjoyed by people of all nationalities and regions of the country.

Black ’47 began to experiment with African and Latin rhythms with their third album, *Home of the Brave*, and continue to offset the sometimes hard, bass beat with hand drums on *Green Suede Shoes*. Black ’47 is already well-known at MSU. Many students have been hoping that Class 1 Concerts would book them for the Outdoor Jam this Spring.
I'm a big Janeane Garofalo fan, so I decided to rent her newest video, *The Truth About Cats and Dogs* (Fox Video). Produced by Carli-Estra Albert and directed by Michael Lehmann, this movie puts a ’90s spin on the Cyrano de Bergerac type of unrequited love.

Garofalo plays Abby, a well-known talk radio personality with her own animal centered call-in show. Brian (Ben Chaplin) calls in for advice on how to calm a snarling dog. He puts rollerskates on the dog for an ad he was photographing and oddly enough, the dog wasn’t too happy about the situation. Crisis averted, Brian invites Abby to meet him for a drink so her can thank her in person for her help.

Abby has a very low self esteem and lies to Brian about her appearance, telling him she’s 5’10”, blond, and thin, just like her model next-door neighbor, Noelle (Uma Thurman).

The scene where Abby and Noelle meet is one of my favorite in the movie. Noelle is being berated by her low life boyfriend/manager Roy (James McCaffrey) in the hallway of their apartment complex: “Your name is ‘Dumb Bitch,’ too? No wonder I’ve been getting all your mail!” They instantly become best friends.

Noelle pretends to be Abby and dates Brian, while the real Abby charms him on the phone every night. Though Abby finds herself falling in love with Brian, she realizes that Brain would never like her if he knew how she really looked. This is my one problem with this film. Garofalo’s character is intelligent, witty, and independent. The script downplays these facts, instead highlighting the idea that physically Garofalo/Abby can’t “measure up” to society’s ideal beauty, blond, tall, thin Thurman/Noelle.

In the end, as can be expected, Brian discovers who is the true Abby Barnes, and realizes that on the list of all the reasons why he loves Abby, his perceived appearance of her (Noelle) is at the bottom.

*The Truth About Cats and Dogs* is funny and cute. The role of Abby seemed created specifically for Janeane Garofalo’s sarcastic style of delivery. If the film didn’t dwell so much on Garofalo’s supposed mediocre looks, it would be perfect.
Some positive words from Tupac and another defense from one supporter

I would like to address Madam Ant's remarks concerning Nicole Brown. Ms. Ant contradicts her faith in the justice system when she makes a point to state that Tupac Shakur was convicted of "rape and sodomy." However, he was only convicted of sexual assault, a lesser charge than rape. Then she goes on to state that Nicole Brown was nearly decapitated "at the hands of her ex-husband." This seems odd considering that O.J. Simpson was acquitted of murder. Also, she mentions that "there is no evidence that her [Brown's] lifestyle contributed" to her murder. What evidence does Madam Ant have to prove that Tupac's lifestyle justifies his murder? As far as I know, no one has been convicted of his murder either. This would lead me to conclude that there is no legitimate reason for Tupac's murder, Nicole's murder, or any other cold-blooded murder.

As a fan of Tupac and his music, I have not been influenced to partake in any activity as a result of listening to his music. However, I have realized that the world and others rap about is real. Music should not be blamed as the only catalyst for street warfare and gang violence. People should listen to the problems expressed in the music before passing judgment. Politicians have the power to change the situation, but for the most part, they choose to ignore the information and attribute the violence in our nation to rap/hip-hop music. Tupac knew that the "thug life" was not a good solution, but his music certainly opened the eyes of a naive few, like myself, who otherwise would not have heard about the inner-city struggles.

Since there have been many responses that have already summed up my feelings about Madam Ant's first article, I would like to share a few of the positive messages Tupac sent to his listeners through his lyrics:

From "Dear Mamma": Mamma, I finally understand/ for a woman it ain't easy trying to raise a man/ You always was committed to a poor single mother on welfare/ Tell me how you did it/ There's no way I can pay you back/ But the plan is to show you that I understand/ You are appreciated.

From "Brenda's Got a Baby": Now Brenda never really knew her mom/ And her dad was a junkie putting death into his arms/ It's sad because I bet Brenda doesn't know/ Just cut you're in the ghetto/ Doesn't mean you can't grow.

From "Me Against The World": I know it seems hard sometimes/ But remember one thing/ Through every dark night/ There's a bright day after that/ So no matter how hard it gets/ Stick ya' chest out/ Keep ya' head up/ And handle it.

And finally, from "Life Goes On": Life in the 'hood is all good for nobody... How many brother fell victim to the streets/ Rest In Peace... There's a Heaven for a G! Connie Freestone, Theatre

A student's attempt to "educate" Alonso and the campus community about Israel and Palestine

This letter is in reference to the October 3rd column by Nelson Alonso about the recent upheaval in Palestine. The reason I am writing this is to educate the author about the status of the Israeli-Palestinian affairs to the present. His statements are, I will not say uneducated, but very misunderstood. The article is full of distortions and misrepresentations that are a direct result of a person's misunderstanding of a complex issue.

The first distortion was his statement of the reawakening of an intifada that does not exist. The second is his redefining of the word "militant." According to the author, people who fight for liberty and independence are "militants." The third inconsistency in the article is the totally unfair and unequal comparison he made between racial riots in America with a nation composed of Muslims and Christians. Radical groups, whether religious or not, often flourish in environments where injustice and repression are dominant characteristics of the existing order. These people are not "militant Muslims," but an oppressed people reacting to the deprivation of basic human rights.

The final inconsistency I found in the article was the comparison between the riots in LA and the war in Palestine. The comparison to any riot going on in America due to racism or any other issue is the most blatant sign of ignorance that looms over a supposed knowledge. This is not to demean the issue of racism in the US, but the situation in Palestine is much more complex than the LA riots were. We are not talking about Americans vs. Americans, the crisis in Palestine is not a looting riot. A closer comparison would have been America vs. Russia during the Cold War, one nation versus another, not a civil war.

This is not to ignite any fury. I want the author and those like him to understand what the complex issues in Israel and Palestine are. This is a war to those extreme religious Jews, Christians, and Muslims. However, before we can begin stating our opinions on an issue, we should definitely learn about the topic we are writing about. Otherwise, we will pass our ignorance on to others instead of providing them with enlightenment.

Rihib Huzien
Biology

Under the SGA Big Top at MSU

Step right up! Come one come all: the SGA circus has returned to town! Appearing in ring one, we have the star turn of President Julio Marenco. For his first performance, President Marenco is to allegedly bar a young lady, SGA Secretary Jennifer Lynch, from leaving the ring. He is unsuccessful and is subsequently brought up on charges. The next installment of this event will be October 23rd in Little Falls court.

As we move our attention to ring two, we see an amazing feat. President Marenco is joined by SGA Treasurer Barry Bernstein and they are loaded into a cannon. The cannon is laced with impeachment request, but the fuse is not lit. However, there is a sense that this will be a recurring act for some time.

Finally, we move to the center ring for this week's main attraction. President Marenco is against joined by his sidekick, Treasurer Bernstein. They begin a juggling act in which they seem to be using conference documents as their props. They have been successful at this performance for about five months, but not all of the audience is amused. Three robed figures appear and demand to examine the documents, a request that our stars deny after offering a myriad of excuses. The judges suspend our stars until the documents are turned over to them.

Unfortunately, this is the sorry state the SGA seems to be in. The students worst fears have come true. Within the first month and a half of school, the SGA had been mired in charges of false imprisonment, financial mismanagement, and a host of other problems. But the latest development may be the most disturbing.

The judicial branch was denied its request to be given documents regarding the executive board's summer conference in June. The justices had decided to investigate allegations of financial mismanagement as were stonewalled. Subsequently, they were forced to suspend the SGA president and treasurer, which stated that the reason they were denying the request is that the auditors could give a better presentation next week. But the justices did not request a presentation; they only wanted the documents. Attorney General Lauren Pytleski informed the e-board that the justices were within their rights and the suspensions stand. As of right now, Vice-President Amy Fisher has assumed the presidency and will name her replacement soon.

Pytleski stated, "My concern is that I don't want this organization to go down." Unfortunately, it seems that down is exactly where it's headed. Hopefully the show-under MSU's Big Top will quit running soon and the SGA can get back to what it says its motto is: "Students serving students." Wouldn't that be nice?
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Under the SGA Big Top at MSU

Step right up! Come one come all: the SGA circus has returned to town!

Appearing in ring one, we have the star of our show: President Julio Marenco. For his first performance, President Marenco will attempt to allegedly bar a young lady, SGA Secretary Jennifer Lynch, from leaving the ring. He is unsuccessful and is subsequently brought up on charges. The next installment of this event will be October 23rd in Little Falls court.

As we move our attention to ring two, we find an amazing feat. President Marenco is joined by SGA Treasurer Barry Bernstein and they are loaded into a cannon. The cannon is laced with impeachment request but the fuse is not lit! However, there is a sense that this will be a recurring act for some time.

Finally, we move to the center ring for this week's main attraction. President Marenco is against joined by his sidekick, Treasurer Bernstein. They begin a juggling act in which they seem to be using conference documents as their props. They have been successful at this performance for about nine months, but not all of the audience is amused. Three robed figures appear and demand to examine the documents, a request that our stars deny after offering a litany of excuses. The judges suspend our stars until the documents are turned over today tuned.

Unfortunately, this is the sorry state the SGA seems to be in. The students worst fears have come true. Within the first month and a half of school, the SGA has been mired in charges of false imprisonment, financial mismanagement, and a host of other problems. But the latest development may be the most disturbing.

The judicial branch was denied its request that it be given documents regarding the executive board's summer conference in New Jersey. The justices had decided to investigate allegations of financial mismanagement as were stonewalled. Subsequently, they were forced to suspend the SGA president and treasurer, who stated that the reason they were denying the request is that the auditors could give a better presentation. The justices did not require a presentation; they only wanted the documents. Attorney General Lauren Pytleski informed the e-board that the justices were within their rights and the suspension is in effect. As of right now, Vice-President Amy Fisher has assumed the presidency and will name her replacement soon.

Pytleski stated, "My concern is that I don't want this organization to go down." Unfortunately, it seems that down is exactly where it's headed. Hopefully the show under MSU's Big Top will quit running soon and the SGA can get back to what it says its motto is: "Students serving students." Wouldn't that be nice?

Antics in the Forbidden Zone

by Madam Ant

Michael Collins and the anti-Irish media

A film based on the life of Irish statesman Michael Collins opened last Friday, but instead of promoting the film as a historical epic about the man responsible for the independence from Britain of the Republic of Ireland, it was tutored in the media as being "anti-British" and accused Liam Neeson and Julia Roberts of "British-bashing" in a movie about "the founder of the I.R.A."

This is not a movie review but rather an attempt to shine a light on the insidious and prejudicial influence of the British government, through their media, has on the American media and the anti-Irish rhetoric still accepted here.

The Irish-born Liam Neeson was asked how he felt about starring in such a "controversial" film. He tersely replied, "It's a film about a very important part of Irish history," likening it to America's fight for independence from the same oppressor. But the question, who said it was controversial in the first place? Michael Coren, of the British publication Financial Post, called the film "Two hours of sheer lies," aimed at Irish-Americans who "of have given money to murder gangs in Ireland." Another British report claimed that releasing Michael Collins would somehow ignite sectarian violence in Northern Ireland.

While I found the film had taken liberties with the story, the historical events were accurately portrayed. If the film were to spark sectarian violence, it would be as a result of such self-fulfilling rhetoric and it wouldn't be from the Catholic (or Republican) quarters.

The most egregious manipulations of the premier's coverage were the reports of "outrage" and "furor" over the film's content and the airing of video clips of demonstrators outside the Hollywood premier waving the Irish tricolor and holding up big, green banners. The news cameras pulled back just far enough to make reading the banners difficult, thus implying that they were picketing against the release of the movie when in fact these "picketers" were from pro-Irish groups and were there to support its release.

British manipulation of the American media goes beyond derogatory remarks about an Irish-made film. He tersely replied, "It has been confirmed that Pan Am flight 103 has exploded over Lockerbie, Scotland. The I.R.A. has not yet claimed responsibility." Anyone with the sparsest knowledge of the I.R.A. knows that most of their funding comes from American sources. A wise woman once said, "you don’t shit where you eat," and the I.R.A. certainly would not compromise their American financial support by killing American citizens aboard an American airliner a few days before Christmas. I never heard a retraction of that rush to judgment. I wonder why.

Bashing of gays, Jews, and blacks is unacceptable in our society, so why then is Irish-bashing tolerated? America is in bed with Britain and it simply won't do for the general public to find fault with Downing Street when it's easier and more desirable to perpetuate the image of the Irish as uncivilized, drunken savages, hell-bent on destroying each other. The Irish have been under British oppression for eight hundred years and if things in Northern Ireland and negative portrayals of the Irish by the media on both sides of the pond don't change, there'll be oppression for eight hundred more. The truth is out there. Let's have it.

Montclarion Mailbag Letter Policy

All letters and e-mail must be received by 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday.

Letters must include the author's name, major, social security number, and phone number. Once received, letters are property of the Montclarion and may be edited for length, libel, and content.

Our mailing address is Montclarion, Attn.: Editorial Editor, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair State University, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Our e-mail address is navettaj@alpha.montclair.edu
Will we ever get the truth from Clinton?

The Examined Life
by Jean-Marie Navetta

Believe it or not, there was something more interesting on television this week than Louis Farrakhan discussing the spaceships floating above the US which are ready to take all the saved people to some galactic resort. Unfortunately, Louis Farrakhan's interview with Ted Koppel on Nightline has seemed to garner more attention than the latest Clinton 'Scandal of the Week.

I realize that by now we should be immune to these weekly flashes of "attacks" on the ethics of the Clinton administration since they seem to exist in numbers greater than all people identified in the Bible (Old and New Testaments combined.) But the newest one is particularly interesting – although it seems likely that if weren't for the work of William Safire, few people would hear about it, thanks to the fabulous spin the Democratic Machine has put on the issue.

The new ethical quagmire is known as "Lippogate." The details are remarkably clear. Bill Clinton and the Democrats have allegedly accepted $1 million in campaign contributions from the Rady family of Indonesia, who have controlling interests in an international financial conglomerate named the Lippo Group, according to an October 14th press release from the Republican National Committee. Interestingly, the Lippo Group has ties to (surprise) Whitewater scandal flunkies Jim and Susan McDougal. These campaign contributions, incidentally, are illegal by way of a federal law which prohibits candidates and political parties from accepting money from foreign sources.

But this gets better. Clinton's ties to Indonesia run much deeper. According to William Safire in the New York Times (Oct. 7) John Huang, a former executive in the Lipo group was called "my longtime friend" by Mr. Clinton. Mr. Huang then worked for DNC Chairman Tom Daschle as the Assistant Secretary for International Economics, and the relationship of the Lippo Group to the Whitewater crew) makes this a little hard to swallow.

But what should be expect from the "most ethical administration" ever? Should we just continue to attribute this to a mistake in paperwork, phone calls, or intentions? Or is another attempt by the mean-spirited Republicans to mar the flawless character of William Jefferson Clinton, Upholder of All That Is Ethical and Defender of the Common Man? Probably not.

When he was campaigning this week, Bob Dole related the story of Harry Truman's campaign. People would tell him "Give 'em hell, Harry," to which Mr. Truman would respond, "I tell them the truth, and they think it's hell." Dole explained that this would also be his tactic – it's completely appropriate today.

And well it should. After four years of Travelgate, Filegate, Whitewater, Lippogate, lies about tobacco money, lies to the gay community, and lies about the future of healthcare (to name just a few) maybe the truth does sound like hell. Bill Clinton has not been the honest man that stands proudly behind his morals. All he stands before is a list of lies and scandals that puts the Watergate case to shame – and has more parallels than the Whitewater crew makes this a little hard to swallow.

But what should be expect from the "most ethical administration" ever? Should we just continue to attribute this to a mistake in paperwork, phone calls, or intentions? Or is another attempt by the mean-spirited Republicans to mar the flawless character of William Jefferson Clinton, Upholder of All That Is Ethical and Defender of the Common Man? Probably not.

When he was campaigning this week, Bob Dole related the story of Harry Truman's campaign. People would tell him "Give 'em hell, Harry," to which Mr. Truman would respond, "I tell them the truth, and they think it's hell." Dole explained that this would also be his tactic – it's completely appropriate today.

And well it should. After four years of Travelgate, Filegate, Whitewater, Lippogate, lies about tobacco money, lies to the gay community, and lies about the future of healthcare (to name just a few) maybe the truth does sound like hell. Bill Clinton has not been the honest man that stands proudly behind his morals. All he stands before is a list of lies and scandals that puts the Watergate case to shame – and has more parallels than the Whitewater crew makes this a little hard to swallow.

But what should be expect from the "most ethical administration" ever? Should we just continue to attribute this to a mistake in paperwork, phone calls, or intentions? Or is another attempt by the mean-spirited Republicans to mar the flawless character of William Jefferson Clinton, Upholder of All That Is Ethical and Defender of the Common Man? Probably not.

When he was campaigning this week, Bob Dole related the story of Harry Truman's campaign. People would tell him "Give 'em hell, Harry," to which Mr. Truman would respond, "I tell them the truth, and they think it's hell." Dole explained that this would also be his tactic – it's completely appropriate today.
An examination of some “ridiculous” quotations from the feminist Left

Some liberals deny that it is possible to make objective moral judgments about sexual behavior. For example, Dr. Sol Gordon, in a report by the Institute for Family Research, states, “All thoughts, all wishes, all dreams, all fantasies are normal! If I walk down the street and I see a pretty girl, I have sex with her. Now the girl doesn’t know about it, my wife doesn’t know about it, and it enhances my walk. I have all kinds of thoughts about men, women, and animals.” Douglas Powell, psychologist, Harvard Health service report states, “I have not seen anyone harmed by this (i.e. child sex) so long as it occurs in a relationship with somebody who really cares about the child.”

What is disturbing about these quotes is that they are whole-heatedly believed by people in power and in positions of influence. There are many more quotes I could have used, but the above should suffice. They are all completely documented. And they call the validity of these feminist into question.

The SGA Circus came to town... and now it seems like it never left

Some students feel that the SGA has been unfair in their handling of certain issues. They feel that the SGA has not been transparent in its decision-making process. The SGA has been accused of using a witch hunt to get rid of certain individuals who disagree with their viewpoints. The SGA has also been accused of overspending its budget.

Over the summer I participated in a debate with WNYU in New York University. My opponent, Lucille Lusk of the NYU chapter of liberal Democrats, asked me to comment on certain irresponsible statements made by some popular conservative activists. Although I was certain that some of the statements were taken out of context, some could not be so easily explained away. Let’s face it, some people make stupid statements. However, the citation of such statements does not show any side to be implausible. It merely shows that some people do not take into consideration people’s perceptions, however mistaken, of their public statements.

Although such statements are not to be used to win any kind of debate, if they are used properly, they will force either side to get back to the real issue and to realize the importance of objective truth. It is also interesting to see how ridiculous some liberals in leadership can get with their illogical beliefs.

For example, Esther Langston, from the National Organization for Women (NOW) stated, “The simple fact is that every woman must be willing to be identified as a lesbian to be fully feminist.” Sheila Coron, radical feminist leader, said, “Since marriage constitutes slavery for women, it is clear that the women’s movement must concentrate on attacking this institution. Freedom for women cannot be won without the abolition of marriage.” Mary Jo Bane, assistant professor of education and director of the Center for Research on Women at Wesley College, had this to say: “In order to raise children with equality, we must take them away from families and communally raise them.” (All quotes are from the National NOW Times, January 1990).

Most abortion rights proponents see nothing wrong with infanticide, the killing of infants after birth, or treating newborns as non-persons. Margaret Sanger, founder of Planned Parenthood, said, “The most merciful thing a large family can do for one of its infant members is to kill it.” (Women and the New Race, 1991). Esther Langston, professor of social work, University of Nevada, has this advice to offer, “What we are saying is that abortion becomes one of those choices, and the person has the right to choose, be it abortion, to keep, to adopt, to sell, to leave in a dumpster, to put on your porch, whatever.”

James Watson, Nobel Prize Laureate states, “Infanticide is not a great wrong. I do not want to be construed as condemning women who, under certain circumstances, quietly put their children to death.” (New Dimension, 1995) A more disturbing quote comes from Mary S. Caldorone, MD, head of the Sex information and Education Council of the United States (S.I.E.C.U.S), “We have yet to beat our drums for birth control in the way we beat them for polio vaccine, we are still unable to put babies in the class of dangerous epidemics, even though this is the exact truth.” (The Social Policy of Planned Parenthood, 1991).

It seemed like a pretty harmless request at the time. All that I asked on behalf of the legislature was to see all of the files, receipts and other documents pertinent to the spending of the Student Government Executive Board on their conference to San Diego last June. There had been a lot of rumors and it was time to clear them up. Denied. Granted, I left the issue alone after I got no response the next day because I am a busy person and have bills to pay and a job to hold.

Other more personal issues kept me from addressing the matter earlier this week. Yesterday, I found out that the records I had requested were subpoenaed by the Judicial branch of the SGA. Denied again. At the SGA meeting yesterday, the records were again requested by the judicial branch and the legislative branch. Denied again. I did not understand. If there is nothing to hide, then why not just open the books? If the executive board oversteps on their conference, would that be grounds for impeachment? Probably not. Mature people, as we all pretend to be in the SGA, can admit their mistakes and work out a feasible solution.

This cannot happen when requested information is being withheld. What is there to hide? Will that question ever be answered now? Yesterday I felt ashamed to be a part of the SGA. My integrity as the editor-in-chief of this newspaper, as a legislator and most importantly as a person was attacked. Never have I been interested in running a witch hunt or whatever this process has been called. The answers are all anyone in that room wanted and yesterday we did not get them.

So the President and Treasurer were suspended by the judicial branch. I’ve seen it all now. They were willing to give up the office that you the students elected them to because they refused to open up the financial books. What is in these things anyway? The vice-president assumes the office of presidency, and the executive secretary remains in office. This e-board is split in so many different directions that it is beyond repair. How can a corporation with a $500,000 budget continue to function this way?

Impeachment procedures have been mentioned. This would have required a two-thirds majority vote in order to bring forth a hearing at the next meeting. But next week the suspended SGA President and current Executive Secretary are due to in Little Falls court concerning an alleged incident that occurred over the summer at the same time as the SGA meeting. According to the constitution of the SGA, the persons who are up for impeachment do not need to be present at the impeachment hearing. What type of sense does that make? None. I would love to hear the president and treasurer’s side of the story. Why did they insist on not turning over the books?

The vote failed. It was a close vote, and I voted against having the hearing next week. No matter what a person has done, no matter what people allege that a person has done, they deserve the right to defend their position. The minute that we deny a person of that right, then this situation will become a witch hunt.

I do not know for a fact that the SGA overspent on the conference. I have never been shown documentation that would attest to that fact. I will not report rumors in this newspaper or other things that are heard secondhand. If anybody has any questions about that, come to my office and speak to me, do not insult me at an SGA meeting and accuse me that I withheld information from the students of this campus. This is what the SGA treasurer alleged in front of the legislature at yesterday’s meeting. I have long said that the student government should be left alone to heal its own problems. Now I’m wondering just how much more time does this Student Government have before we completely run ourselves into the ground?

Yesterday I was accused of a lot of things — not having a spine and pressuring younger legislators just to name a few. Let me say this: I will be back at that meeting next week and I will continue to do what I have always done as a person and a legislator. Evaluate each and every decision I make without prejudice and without an effort to “push my personal agenda.” If that means that I have no spine, then call me a jellyfish.

“It is the proper business of government to resist the corruptions of money, and not to depend on them.”

- James Fenimore Cooper, The American Democrat, 1838.
We will not forget: A visit to the AIDS Memorial Quilt in Washington, D.C.

This past weekend I went to Washington, D.C. with several of the sisters from Sigma Psi Phi, to take part in the Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt. Many of us are involved with the Quilt Display that will be arriving on the MSU campus the Sunday before Thanksgiving, and we wanted to get a first hand sense of what the Display is all about. My plan was to volunteer for a few hours as a roving site monitor then spend some time viewing the Quilt. Afterwards, my mind was set on pinpointing where the tears came from. They may have come from losing a co-worker, whom I knew in passing, earlier that week to the virus. The crying might have been from the tears that I couldn't find for my uncle who died of cancer several years ago. Maybe part of me realized the pain that so many have gone through, both physical and emotional. Susie, the woman I was paired off with, lent me a strong hug and some reassuring words. She had lost her brother to the virus.

When the Quilt was fully unfolded, hundreds of white panels were working steadily to place the folded Quilt panels on. The light seemed to prepare the volunteers for the half-dream state most of us would be walking in for the remainder of the day. Within the first hour of our arrival on the Mall, I was separated from my group due to both the immensity in proportion of the display as well as the vast numbers of people who arrived to help. I soon took my place among the numbers who were being trained to be roving site monitors.

In the cool, crisp hour following sunrise, pairs of us settled in our various locations. Behind us, the Quilt was being unfolded in sections with the drumming of monitors. As the sun rose slowly above the white dome of the Capitol building to warm away the wet dew from the grass that crews were working steadily to place the folded Quilt panels on. The light seemed to prepare the volunteers for the half-dream state most of us would be walking in for the remainder of the day. Within the first hour of our arrival on the Mall, I was separated from my group due to both the immensity in proportion of the display as well as the vast numbers of people who arrived to help. I soon took my place among the numbers who were being trained to be roving site monitors.

In the cool, crisp hour following sunrise, pairs of us settled in our various locations. Behind us, the Quilt was being unfolded in sections with the drumming of the names of past victims of AIDS being read over a speaker system. I turned around to read a panel that had the name of the person it was in memory of. He asked for a quick death to his life that now held no meaning. In a rush, the weeping began. I can't quite remember all the names who have left us. In that stillness, the enormity of what was before me struck swiftly and numbingly. The Quilt stretched from the Washington Monument to the stairs of the Capitol building. Each of the panels is approximately two feet by six feet, the size of most caskets. We were told during training to be cognizant of the fact that, for many that come here, the Quilt is their cemetery.

In our role as volunteers, Susie and I asked visitors to sign a petition that would be sent to both Clinton and Dole, requesting increased funding for AIDS research and education. Most were eager to help, responding with, “You don’t have to say anymore. Where do I sign?” One mother was there with her two daughters. After she signed the petition I handed her a pin that read, “AIDS is God’s cure for fags” or “God HATES fags”. One parent subjected her eight year old daughter to holding a sign, that was almost as large as she, that read, “Fag death march.” It is a shame to us all that as the centuries role past, the name of God has been and will continue to be invoked to represent countless atrocities that have little to do with His divine mercy.

Walking back to my car I witnessed the birth of dozens of lights running and walking from the Washington Monument to the street below the hill. These candle bearers merged with the thousands of souls whose path blocked my car’s way out of D.C. Providence had yet again altered my earthly intents. A great part of me wanted to join the expansive march but my legs, who had stood for thirteen hours so far, refused to succumb to my higher wishes. We resigned ourselves to lean against our cars and wait it out. From my roof-top view I could see the vigil stretch for a least a mile away before the street curved out of sight.

The Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt is about remembering the all too many names that have left this world due to AIDS. I still have echoes in my head the beat of names that were read throughout the day. After a few hours of hearing the Memorial, the sound fades away and an impression is left in its wake.

“We cannot learn from one another until we stop shouting at one another – until we speak quietly enough so that our words can be heard as well as our voices.”

- Richard M. Nixon, inaugural address, Washington D.C., January 20, 1969
Bob Dole’s economic plan – a sound investment for the future

Bob Dole's economic plan has been talked about a lot over the past four months. Dole and the Republicans have been championing it as the catalyst the economy needs to get it growing. Bill Clinton and the Democrats have done their best to paint it as a "$50 billion tax scheme" that will "blow a hole in the deficit." The problem is that the public has not seen nor been told exactly what the Dole plan is. Is that because it's too complicated or are the liberals afraid that the American people will support once they understand it?

The first step in Bob Dole's economic plan is cutting taxes. Personal income taxes rates will be lowered by 15 percent in three steps starting in 1997. It will not be pushed through in one year to wreak havoc (as the President has led us to believe) on the deficit. And it is an across-the-board cut for all taxpayers Americans. Unlike the Clinton tax promises, they do not discriminate against those that do not have children. Bob Dole believes everyone needs a tax break.

The capital gains tax rate will be cut in half. This cut will effect everyone from stock brokers to farmers. The reason this is important because it will stimulate savings and investment. By all accounts, savings and investment are crucial to the country's economic success.

There will be a $500 credit give to low and middle income families for every child under the age of 18. Also, families will be able to set up Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) to remove disincentives to savings and investment. It will also provide tax-free incentives for job training and investing in education. Again, these are the best ways to assure long-term prosperity for the country. Bob Dole's plan will accomplish this goal.

The final tax cut in the Dole plan is the repeal of Bill Clinton's 1993 tax hike on Social Security benefits. Due to this hidden and virtually unreported raising of taxes, some senior citizens were forced to pay 56 percent more in taxes. Bob Dole will repeal this unfair tax on America's seniors and put the money back where it belongs – in their pocketbooks.

The other major tenet of the Dole plan, which has also gotten no mention in the press, is the Balanced Budget Amendment (BBA). It seems odd that just last year the President and the press were happily commenting on Bob Dole's inability to get the BBA passed, while this year they can't seem to remember that he was the one pushing for it. When the press and Clinton state that the Dole plan will "blow a hole in the deficit" they are lying.

However, just in case the BBA doesn't pass, he has drawn up his own balanced budget, which has not been reported at all. In his budget, there will be an across-the-board 10 percent cut in non-defense administrative costs. By selling air time (or the right to it) which is currently given away, another $34 billion can be saved over six years. Bob Dole will eliminate the Department of Education, a huge do-nothing bureaucracy that hinders state and local schools from teaching students from what they need to know, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development. He will use that money to give housing vouchers top low income families so they can have a choose where they want to live. The Commerce Department will be done away with, since its duties are duplicated by 71 other government offices, and the Department of Energy will be given to the Department of Defense. There will be a 1 percent reduction in other spending (excluding Medicare, Social Security, and Defense which are "off the table") for a total saving of $217 billion. The other $231 billion will come from increased tax revenue.

The Dole plan is needed because the American economy is not performing nearly as well as it could be. According to the National Center for Policy Analysis, the total tax burden is the highest in US history. The average middle class family spends more to pay taxes than it does on food, clothing, and shelter combined. Economic growth under Bill Clinton has averaged 2.4 percent per year, which is slower than it was when he was elected in 1992, according to the Joint Economic Committee. And from the President's own 1996 Economic Report and the US Labor Department, productivity growth, the source of rising incomes, has been cut in half under President Clinton's four-year tenure. As a result, this is the first period of expansion in US history when worker's pay has not risen. Yet the President continues to call this the "best economy in the past fifty years."

Bob Dole's economic plan is not a "risky tax scheme." It is based on economic theory that was proven in the 1960s and 1980s: lowering taxes raises tax revenue. Coupled with his insistence to balance the budget and cut spending, Bob Dole will deliver on his promises. Remember, in 1992 Bill Clinton promised a tax cut and did not deliver it – now he wants us to fall for it again. Bob Dole has proven that he is a man of his word, and he has presented a plan to cut taxes and balance the budget. Let's reward him for his honesty and give him a chance to do it by voting for Bob Dole in November.

November 5th isn't far away.
Do you know who you’re voting for?

The Montclarion can help. We’ve compiled all the information you’ll need to help make your decisions from your presidential vote to your congressional vote.
Be sure to read our special Election ‘96 issue in the October 31st edition of the Montclarion!
Get out and let your voice be heard...
But first read the Montclarion’s election issue!
I didn’t vote for John J. O’Sullivan. Now I’m dead. This sucks. Vote for him.
If you’re reading this before 3 p.m. on Thursday, you can still vote for him. Go to the Student Center. Ask for a ballot. Vote for John J. O’Sullivan, ’cause being dead sucks.
The Homecoming King Pageant: A countdown to disaster

by the Committee to Elect John J. O’Sullivan for Homecoming King

The show was terrifyingly stupid, but it got much worse. John recovered quickly from his concussion and he was asked a question by the emcee. He was asked, “What two words describe you.” John replied, “cute and funny.” WHAT? Evidently, that run into the wall must have damaged some section of John’s brain! “Cute and funny?” What the hell was he thinking? He could have said, “Strong and virile,” or “Donkey and weird,” or “Bread and butter,” but NO! He said, “cute and funny.” Something was definitely wrong. The stupidity and the weirdness was getting out of hand. Something had to be done about this insanity. Ed, wonder assistant extraordinaire™, took John outside and slapped him silly. John felt better, and realized the grand amount of idiocy he created. Which made him (and us) come to one grand conclusion:

YOU MUST VOTE FOR JOHN J. O’SULLIVAN! It isn’t a simple request, nor is it a suggestion. YOU MUST VOTE FOR HIM! If you want the Student Center to be free of confetti next year, you have to vote for him. If you don’t want him lurking around your domicile, VOTE LIKE YOU’VE NEVER VOTED BEFORE! If you don’t want him to sit through such silly garbage again, YOU MUST VOTE FOR HIM! If you don’t want him lurking around the corner next year. Can you say...NAKED HULA HOOP YODELING?

Thank you,
The Committee to Elect John J. O’Sullivan Homecoming King

Did we mention yet that you should vote for John J. O’Sullivan for King?

The ANSERS!
Roll Out The Barrel! It's Ike's Almost Annual Oktoberfest Party
Saturday, October 26
$1.00 Oktoberfest Draft (till midnight)
at midnight...
Live Omph-Pah with YOUR MAMA
at 12:30...
DJ Spins the Smart Mix of Alternative Dance & Underground Club Grooves
at 2:00...
Turn Your Watch Back to 1:00 and Party an Extra Hour Wunderbar!

ON THE DANCE FLOOR
DJ CARL DUPREE SPINS: CLUB, HOUSE, TRANCE, REGGAE, HARDHOUSE

IN THE LOUNGE
SOUL, DISCO, SKA, COCKTAIL, ALTERNATIVE

AT THE BAR
50¢ DRAFT - $2.00 SODA - $2.00 JAGER

OPEN 9PM - 3AM EASY OFF RT. 3
DIRECTIONS FROM CAMPUS: RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE-NUTLEY PASS AIC EXIT. GO RIGHT OFF RAMP. GO THREE TRAFFIC LIGHTS. MAKE LEFT (VAN HOUTEN AVE). 1/2 MILE TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT. MAKE RIGHT TO LOOP. LOOP IS ON RIGHT.
CALL FOR SPECIALS AND MUSIC FORMAT FOR THURS-FRI-SAT
201 365 0807
373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 201 365 0807

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, NJ • 201-365-0807

WHERE MONSTERS DWELL
LOOP HALLOWEEN PARTY
Thursday, Oct. 31
Cash Prizes for Best Costume

YOU'LL BE CRUSHED IF YOU MISS THIS PARTY!
PERSONALS

Wow we're down to this line I guess I better self-promote like I've never self-promoted before
-JJO'S (KING KING KING KING KING)

DO YOU LIKE YOUR PERSONALS: DO YOU LIKE THEM PRINTED OR CRUMPLED UP INTO LITTLE TINY BALLS? IF YOU LIKE THE FORMER RATHER THAN THE LATTER VOTE JOAN J O'SULLIVAN FOR KING!

-Alain

L-Ove, You're doing breakfast? Yes, he's threatening you. Yes, he's read Metaphysics. Vote for him. He's not a pretty sight under he's wearing a suit.

-JJ O'SULLIVAN FOR HOMEcoming KING!

SUMMER'S OVER, GET A JOB !!!

$$$$$ TELEMARKETING FLEX-HOURS $$$$$$

$7 TO $18/HR GUARANTEED!

-GREAT OFFICE

-ALL YOU NEED IS A CLEAR VOICE

-NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

-PERFECT FOR STUDENTS

-BONUSES DAILY

-EXCELLENT LOCATION

-ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

CALL TODAY!

(201) 909-8000
Classifieds...

- **Help Wanted** -
  Part-time Telemarketing. Seeking enthusiastic people to complement our staff. Flex. days: 4:00 to 8:00 PM. $6.00 per hour, plus commission. 227-8802.

- **Child Care Wanted** -
  Looking for caring person to watch my two children in my Essex Fells home from 7:30 am - 9:00 am and 11:30 am to 6:00 PM, MWF. Salary negotiable. Call 226-4958.

Driver wanted. Clean NJ license. Weekdays and Saturdays. Apply to: The Enchanted Florist, 1115 Bloomfield Avenue, Clifton, NJ.

Part-time assistant for Verona After School Program. Great experience for physical education and/or early childhood majors. Monday-Friday, 2:15-6:00 PM. Call Dennie, 783-6566.

- **Help Wanted** -
  Driver wanted. Clean NJ license. Weekdays and Saturdays. Apply to: The Enchanted Florist, 1115 Bloomfield Avenue, Clifton, NJ.

- **Child Care Wanted** -
  Looking for caring person to watch my two children in my Essex Fells home from 7:30 am - 9:00 am and 11:30 am to 6:00 PM, MWF. Salary negotiable. Call 226-4958.

Seeking Child-care. Female student needed to care for 2 boys, ages 3 & 7 from 5 to 7 PM, Mon.-Fri. Must be able to drive them home from daycare. $75.00 per week. Please call Laura at 338-7316 (leave message.)

Excellent college newspaper needs a copy editor. Please call 655-5169.

To place a Classified Ad please call the Advertising Department at 655-5237. The cost per insertion is $10 for up to 30 words, $20 for 31-40 words.

---

GREEN’S COURT
CHINESE & AMERICAN BUFFET RESTAURANT
Over 50 Selections
Including Seafood, Beef, Chicken & Vegetarian Selections Plus Healthy and Lite Selections
PRIVATE PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR HALLOWEEN PARTY!!
RESERVE NOW!

Buffet Includes:
Salad Bar, Soup Bar, Dessert Bar, Sundae Bar and Free Beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dine-in and Take Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dinner Children: $4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult: $5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch Children: $3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult: $4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hike Out Buffet Includes:
Salad Bar, Soup Bar, Dessert Bar, Sundae Bar

- Chicken with Broccoli
- General Tso’s Chicken
- Sweet & Sour Chicken
- Pepper Steak with Onions
- String Roast with Pineapple
- Vegetable Delight
- Egg Roll
- Barbeque Spare Ribs

Macaroni & Cheese
- Butternut Squash
- Macaroni & Cheese
- Ravioli
- Chicken Parmesan
- Honey Dijon Chicken

Macaroni & Cheese
- Butternut Squash
- Macaroni & Cheese
- Ravioli
- Chicken Parmesan
- Honey Dijon Chicken

GREEN’S COURT BUFFET
1 Rt. 46 West
Totowa, NJ
(Next to Petco)
Tel.: (201) 812-1104
Fax: (201) 812-1108

$1.00 OFF LUNCH OR DINNER WITH THIS COUPON
Same discount for all members of party. Cannot be combined with any other discount.

PaineWebber
Cordially Invites Students at Montclair State University to discuss Career Opportunities in our Information Services Division Associate Program with Shiva Vittal - Class of 1996

- **Time:** 5:00 - 7:00 pm
- **Date:** Thursday, October 24th
- **Place:** Student Center Annex Room 106

---

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE WILL BEGIN RETURNING UNSOLD TEXTBOOKS ON OCTOBER 21ST

PLEASE PURCHASE ANY NEEDED TEXTS
COMING UP AT ALDO’S!

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st FREE ADMISSION!!!
$.50 DOMESTIC DRAFTS • HOT HORS D’OEUVRES
GRAND PRIZE FOR MOST ORIGINAL COSTUME: TRIP FOR 2 TO SOUTH BEACH MIAMI, FLA.
INCLUDING AIRFARE, HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS, TRANS. FOR AIRPORT TO HOTEL!

aldo’s
dance club

strictly alternative music since 1977

749 MARIN AVE LYNDHURST, NJ

THURSDAY
MSU Night
free admission with MSU college ID
50¢ domestic drafts all night
DJ TED

FRIDAY
Classic Alternative
Rock of the Eighties
50¢ domestic drafts all night
DJ TED

SUNDAY
Planet Dennis
Videos & mayhem
50¢ domestic drafts all night
DJ DENNIS

COMING UP AT ALDO’S!
America’s National Pastime: Baseball or Football?

by Dennis L. DeMarco

While sitting in a local public brewery last Monday night, watching my San Francisco 49ers beat the Green Bay Packers, one of our usual gang entered with the news that, yes, he actually got through on the telephone and purchased four tickets to the World Series game on Saturday. All of a sudden he had three new best friends. Except for myself. When they looked at me like I had sprouted another head a la Rosie Grier Saturday. All of a sudden he had three four tickets to the World Series game on Francisco 49ers heating the Green Bay new best friends. Except for myself.

Over the years, I focused on football from August to January. Then, as I learned the game, I began to follow the building of the teams through the draft and trades. Now my football season extended from April to January. (Also found hockey, which was basically a filler from February to May.) But there's still that gap from the Stanley Cup Finals to Pre-Season NFL games that fills me with boredom when it comes to sports during this time. I can't stand to watch baseball, even if there's nothing else to watch. It just doesn't do it for me.

"How can you not like our national pastime?" one of my friends retorted. I had discovered another interest that consumed me. Football. It was faster and life revolved around our national pastime. But something happened. Maybe it was the passing of Thurman Munson. (He was a catcher who died in a plane crash after the '78 series). Maybe it was because I failed to make the starting lineup the next year at school. But I lost my passion for the game.

I asked him when almost one billion people watched a World Series. He couldn't say because it hasn't happened. Yet every year, a baseball game in the SuperBowl increases. It's possible this is due to the SuperBowl being just one game while the World Series is the best of seven games. Another piped. "Ask anyone what this country's pastime is, and they'll tell you it's baseball."

"That may be true for now, but it may change as we approach the turn of the century." I answered.

It was then that I remembered an article I read in Pro Football Weekly, my bible for football. Writer Michael Lev wrote:

"Based on general fan interest, TV ratings and bar-stool chatter, we have come to the conclusion that football has surpassed baseball as our national pastime. But, if you think about it, this shift in popularity doesn't make any sense. Because, whatever faults you find in baseball, you can find the same ones in football."

For example, many fans remain bitter over baseball's seemingly unending labor unrest. The work stoppage of 1994, fans insist, was an unforgivable act; the season never resumed, and the World Series was canceled for the first time since 1904.

But the National Football League has experienced two strikes in the last 15 years, both of which took chunks out of the regular season. In 1982, the NFL barely played half a season; in 1987, the league's teams hired scab players to fill out uniforms for three midseason games. Baseball's owners went the scab route during the spring training of the '95 season. Where do you think they came up with that idea?

Baseball fans are often appalled by the behavior of their supposed heroes, such as Garrett (Clifton) contributed with eight tackles. The defense completely stifled the Cougars in the second half by simply controlling first down and forcing third and long situations, thus stopping the Cougars ground attack.

Cooney (Guttenberg), in his first game back after missing two weeks due to an injury, was named the NJAC Offensive Player of the Week. He finished 14 of 24 for 182 yards with two touchdown passes. Kicker Mike Stoehr (Iselin) finished with nine points on two field goals (a 37 yarder and a 44 yarder) and three PAT's. Says Giancola, "Brian Cooney played like I expected him to, with good clear reads. We played well, for the first time this year, in all three phases of the game (offense, defense, and special teams.) They wanted this game."

The Red Hawks are 1-0 in the NJAC and 3-2 overall. Up next for the Red Hawks are the William Paterson Pioneers on Saturday night at 7:00 under the Sprague Field lights. Be sure to check out the 68th annual Homecoming Day game preview article.
**MSU Homecoming Game: Battle or Blowout?**

- **Red Hawk defense may be key to victory**

Dennis L. DelMercurio

This week's homecoming game against MSU's classic rival William Paterson College may be a lopsided match up in the Red Hawk's favor. William Paterson won their first game last week against New York University, 31-10, and snapped the Pioneers' five game losing streak. After losing their last game of the 1993 season, WPC went 0-10 last year and started this year 0-4. (any one profession football team come to mind?)

However, WPC does possess a quality running game with Andre Evans who has 461 yards on 104 carries this year. He's averaging 12.2 yards per game with six touchdowns. Also in the backfield is fullback Dave Ryerson with 322 net yards and two touchdowns, while Andre Taylor and quarterback Jamie Golden have each rushed over 130 yards this season, helping WPC average 242.3 yards per game on the ground alone.

But MSU has been extremely stingy when it comes to giving up yardage to opposing teams. The Red Hawks yielded just six yards to Kean in the second half of Saturday's 27-7 victory. Jeff Bargiel (West Paterson), Ed Grayer (Scotch Plains) and Moses McKenzie (Paterson) and the rest of the defense have combined for 49 Tackles-for-Loss (including 20 sacks) that have resulted in 330 negative yards for their opponents.

Golden will try to avoid adding to his four interceptions and increase his touchdown total past four, if he can slip one by linebacker John Fiore (Fairfield). The WPC offense is averaging a respectable 327.5 yards per offense per game.

On the other side of the ball, WPC has given up points, almost 22 points per game. Their lead tackler Ray Warren has 49 tackles with Rich Tallmadge is behind him with 36. Tallmadge is also averaging 20 yards per return as WPC's punt returner.

Who will win this battle? Will the ground attack of WPC be able to penetrate The Wall of the MSU defense?

On paper, it seems that WPC has as good a chance of winning this game against the Red Hawks as the New York Jets have of going on a nine game winning streak.

But the game is football, and any team can win on any day. So the saying goes. They also said man would never reach the moon, either.

Men's soccer unbeaten in eight straight

The MSU men's soccer team is keeping pace with the other Red Hawk teams by winning both of their games last week and posting an eight game winning streak. Last Wednesday, MSU blanked Rutgers/Camden, 4-0. Seniors Rob McOmish (Montclair), Erik Meixner (Vernon), junior Ian Myles (Clifton), and sophomore Marlon Pollard (East Orange) each had a goal in this game in which they dominated offensively outshooting Rutgers/Camden, 16-3.

Against Wesleyan College this past weekend, sophomore Sebastian Dibello (Dover) scored his 12th goal of the season and now leads the team in scoring. Sophomore Jason Haw (Vernon) claimed his first goal of the season in the 2-0 victory over Wesleyan. The Red Hawks travel to Rutgers/Newark on Saturday, October 19th.

Congratulations to head coach Brian McLaughlin and the MSU women's tennis team for another superb season!

Disenchantment may not be as far off as they think.

After reading this article, and after watching the rest of the Monday Night Football game, I can make another comparison between the two sports. Officials can be as blind as Umpires.

I'll most likely watch the World Series, though not with the enthusiasm of the Superbowl. I'll root for the Yankees to win, whomever they face. I might even recapture some of that forgotten passion. But in a week or two the series will be over, and my devotion will once again turn towards football. "To each, their own" the saying goes, and to all those football fans, enjoy the series. May it be as exciting for you as the Superbowl is for baseball fans. Then pull up a chair, kick back and join us for our favorite pastime.
Women’s tennis ties last year’s record, 10-1

by Dennis L. DeMercurio

The MSU women’s tennis team matched its record from last year finishing 10-1 with their victory over NYU, 7-2. Last week the Red Hawks defeated Division II Kutztown, beating them 5-2. Jenna Switzer (Chatham) won both her singles and doubles matches in the number one slot.

Sophomore Christel Jakober (Sparta) went undefeated last week in both singles and doubles matches. She lost only two singles games in three matches versus Kutztown and Hunter playing in the number two position. Jakober also posted 6-2, 6-0 victories over Rutgers/Newark and help MSU to have a 3-0 week. She also won all three doubles matches, ending with a 24-5 record. For her efforts, she is this week’s NJAC Tennis Player of the Week.

Wendy Saladino played her final game of her career for the Red Hawks and finished 11-2. She leaves having set the MSU school record for wins at 36. The team also finished on a seven game winning streak. They finished 3-0 in the conference.

Other notables on the team were Milagros Urbina (Argentina) who finished 9-0 and Nicole Fredericks who ended 10-0. The JV team had a great season as well going unbeaten this season.

Congratulations to head coach Brian McLaughlin and the MSU women’s tennis team for another superb season!
MSU Women’s Volleyball defeat Rowan, 11th straight victory

Dennis L. DeVercua

The MSU women's volleyball team just keeps surging forward with their eleventh straight victory Tuesday night over a much improved and tough Rowan College. At 15-5, the Red Hawks appear unstoppable.

The first time these two teams met, the match went to five games and ended with a MSU victory. After winning the first match 15-6, it appeared that the Red Hawks might improve upon their 13-3 game winning record over the past ten matches. Sensational kills by Dolly Koshy (Teaneck) and Jill Gastelu (Rutherford) with perfect sets by Edith Lubion (Irvington) gave the appearance that the contest was going to be a repeat of their past ten performances. Rowan, however, was not going to give up easily.

With Sara Cernuto (N. Valley) and Jane Gheilerman (Brazil) having much improved since their last meeting, Rowan took the second game 15-7. MSU fell behind early, and it looked like the Red Hawks were going to have another rally game finish.

“ar watched ourselves when we fall behind, and that's why we lose the game. But we picked ourselves up after the next game and won the match.” Koshy said.

Behind 9-2 in the third game, the Red Hawks stepped up their play and came back to bring the game to 13-12, in favor of Rowan. A long series of exciting volleys followed, as well as many sideouts, and the game was now 14-13, Rowan leading. With just one point away from victory, the crowd was on its feet with every bump, set, and spike. Gheilerman was exploding shots at the net, but Nadion Burton (Paterson) got beneath each attempted kill, thwarting her.

With Gastelu serving, the score was soon tied, 14 all. Lauren Mazurkiewicz (North Arlington), playing center court, refused to let the ball slip past her. Freshman Dana Ramirez (Memorial) added the go-ahead point on a great spike that just caught the corner of Rowan's side of the court. On the next serve, what looked to be a sure winning shot by Burton at the net was saved by Rowan's Kimberly Pierce (Camden). The set was perfect for Gheilerman as she leaped in the air to deliver a crushing blow to the ball. What she didn't see, however, was Burton getting airborne and deflecting Gheilerman's crack shot with such precision that the ball looked to have made a ninety degree angle straight down, leaving the Rowan net players stupid and winning the game for MSU. To say Panzer Gym was rocking with thunderous cheer would be an understatement.

But the Red Hawks still had to win one more game to claim victory in the match. Rowan is probably one of the toughest teams MSU has faced this season, and both teams knew that the con-

MSU Red Hawks dominate Kean College, 27-7

by Jeff Ehrlich

The MSU football team made key changes in their game plan. These changes enabled them to cruise to a 27-7 triumph over conference rival Kean College last Saturday afternoon to spoil their Homecoming Day game. The second half kickoff return by Reggie Johnson (Bloomfield) set the tone for the rest of the game.

Johnson appeared to be wrapped up by 5 or 6 Cougars at the Red Hawks' 30 yard, but broke free for a 70 yard return that put the Red Hawks at the Cougars' 12 yard line. This set up Brian Cooney's (Guttenberg) 10 yard touchdown pass to fullback Ralph Cinque (Clifton). Head coach Rick Giancola says of Johnson, “He's a good solid football player with very good balance and he's the kind of guy you have hit and wrap. They had a couple of shots at him but couldn't put him down. That was the turnaround of the game.” The Red Hawks never trailed again.

The idea for the second half was to score quickly. With the run-oriented Cougars already trailing before they even touched the football in the second half, they were forced to pass for the duration of the game. This, and, of course, great defense resulted in six total yards and three interceptions for the Cougars in the second half.

The Red Hawk defense allowed the